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"Woman is the guardian of the foyer. Her place'is,at home, in the house

of her parents or husband. . .

her grace and good humor. .

; it is for the foyer that she must reserve all

. A woman who does not love her home, who has no

taste for household duties... . cannot remain a virtuous woman for long." Such

were the instructions about the domesticc mission of women which Madame Henry

Greville offered to French schoolgsirls in one of the most widgly used text-

books for moral and civic education in girls' public primary schools during

the late nineteenth century.
1

Greville's teaching conformed to the wishes of

the Ministry of Public Instruction which ordered that primary schools should

prepare boys to become workers and soldiers and initiate girls in the "care

of the household and ouvrages de femmes."
2

The statements by the Ministry and Greville indicate that some aspects of

primary schooling for girls would. differ from that or boys during the Third

Republic. It is therefore necessary to modify a g eralization about the

identity of boys' ana girls' elementary schooling which the French historian

Antoine Prost makes in his standard Histoire de l'enseignement en France.

Prost states that the differences between the education of girls and boys

evident pn the secondary school level before World War I do not apply to the

primary schools. Whereas the state secondary schools for girls sought to

familiarize the future ladies of the republican bourgeoisie with domestic

virtues and social graces as well as general culture,,the primary schools,

says Prost, served the "children of the people" and aimed to prepare both

sexes for a lifetime of hard work.
3

In fact, the pedagogical literature of

the Third Republic reveals some noticable dissimilarities in the presentation

of male and female roles. This paper will outline these differences, explain
V

what the depiction of the feminihe mission reveals about the political and

social preoccupations of leaders of the Third Republic, and consider whether

4 tbis depiction was a realistic view of the life most girl would lead-once

they left the primary school.

The Third Republic, born in Septembe'r 1870- as a retult of the French loss

of the battle of Sedan to Prussia, inherited a school system shaped by earlier

regimes, mdst notably the July Monarchy and Second EMpire. During the 1880s

reform legislation modified certain aspect's of this educational legacy but by

no means eliminated some of its most salient features. To*an American two

traditions in the public school system of France prior to-World War II and

even beyond ardfstriking: the segregation of the sexes and the separation
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of social classes. The educational reforms of 1f81-1882 made public primary

schooling free and secular and requirtd school attendance of all children,

aged six to thirteen. These reforms, called the Ferry Laws because of the

role of preMier and minister of education Jules Ferry in their design and 1

passage, had two general purposes (1) to insure mas,s literacy so that

citizens would he better able to function in an industrializindsociety and

(2) to help shore up the new republican regime w ich had replaced the Second

Empire of Napoleon III. Republican leaders wanted future generations to.be

imbued with democratic principles rather than wit the authoritarianism fos-

tered by earlier governments. Secularization was an important aspect of the

republican design, for at the start of the Third R publiclihe Catholic Church

was strongly identified with monarchical and conser tive positions. Secular-
..

ization led to the removal of religion from the curri ulum prescribed for

public schools and also eliminated the right to teach in public schools

previously senjoyed by the clergy. ..,

In the realm of girls' eddation the Third Republic sought in three ways

to ,Make up for de

2a

des of past neglect. Although the great majority.of French

egirls had obtain d some §chooling prior,to the Ferry Laws, female illiteracy
/

/rates in 1880 <were 25%, as compared to 16% for men.
4
.The Second Impire had

mandated'in 850 that separate primary schools for irls be provided by

communes w th a populatio of 800 (and in 1867, 500), but many towns had not
-

compliA With the regula n and governmental enforcement of it-had been lax.

Moreover, the Church had been the predominant influence in girls' education

in_public as Well as private schools. Whereas teaching brothers had to

piesent the professional credential of a brevet to obtain such teaching
. ,

positions, nuns'had to &how only a lettsr of obedience from a religious superior.
5

Thr there,was'a likelihood of nuns being less intellectually preliared to teach-
.

1
tha'n their male counterparts. When the Second.Empire ended, far more nuns

than male clerics held posts in the public schools. In 1866'53% of girls-in

public primary schools had religious teachers; only 19% of p c school boys

. experienced such instruction.
6

To reduce the Church's inf ence on women and _ r.

. -

,

turn-them away from the monarchist pblitics sociated with the post-1815

1alliance of Thr lYibne and Altar, Ferry and s socdates.decided to make

secularized publiE schools.available for all girls whose parents desired them.

Republicans continued the 1867 regulation calling for separate girls' schools

in towns of 500 or more and also stipulated that *Mixed" or cbeducational

schools in smaller towns be staffed by women teachers. Like their Catholic

counterparts, most republican eduoators believed that separatidg the sexes

7
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was pi.eferable to the American practice of coeducation because they regarded

the nature and destiny of females as different from that of males.
8

The goal

of additional public primary schOols for girls necessitated a second policy:

the training of a new corps of lay female teachers. Thus in 1879 the republican

majority had passe'd a law requiring all departments to proVide normal schools for

women as well as men. Subsequently 64 new normal schools for women and 6 for men

opened, the numerical dispdrity being clear testimony to the State's prior neglect

of girls' education and the Church's preddminance.
9

The third major aspect of ed-

.
ucational reform affecting girls was the launching of a,state system of secondary

schools for girls, an effort which would be faa- more successful than Victor Duruy'..s

endeavor of the late 1860s which had been severely hampered by Church opposition.
10

The secondary schools and normal schools of course became vitally important

for enabling women to enter various professions,
11

but they are not the subject

of this paper. The pedagogical materials examined hefe were 51eliberately chosen(

from'the literature available for primary schools rather than secondary schools

because only a small minority of either girls, or.boys attended the latter 9ring

the Third Republic.
12

Both republican and Catholic educators viewed the primary

school as'a place for instructing the children of '"le peuple" who were not

presumed to need the same extensive grounding in general culture as the children

of the bourgeoisie. Indeed the latter often avoided rubbing shoulders witty,

working class youngsters by httending either private schools catering to a

social elite or the special non-free elementary classes attached to public

secondary schools for girls and boys. The separation of socfal classes in the

public school system was to be attacked by educational reformers after World

VJai I and, with more success, "after Wo4ld War II.
13

During the,Third Republic

the existende of two social tiers' within the state school system inevitably

affected the way in which republican educators presented the subject of social

mobility to girls as well as boys.

Igxtbooks are a valuable source for determining the way in which sex

and class differences were delineated for children. Admittedly textbooks provide

clues to only one ddmension of the school experience and cannot tell us all we

might like to know about teacher's interactions with students, a scpiool's

relationship to a community. or a student's absorption of the schoo 's offerings:

But school manuals do tell us what educators believed ought to exi t,
-

even if the images did not always mirror.reality. From a sample of 126

public school books and 43 Cathoric schoolbooks
14

I have selected for

discussion some teXts which well illustrate not only depictions of female
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Personalities.and roles but also presentations of rural and urban settings,

social class differences, and religious differences. Textbooks written espec-

ially for: girls have als been compared to books intenOed for boys or for a

coeducational audience.

To,a late twensieth century reader the French pedigogues' delineation-

of diftgrencNbetween men and women is, striking. The differences begin'Olth

person4lity traits and extend to roles in the family and society. Of course

the Wird Republic was not unique in its presentation ofiseparate male and

femal,e spheres. Students of women's history cannot help but be impressed by
41'

the eontinuitie from century to century and country to country in many
-

disurses on"differences between men and women. During the Third Republic

thereventeenth century Abbe.Fenelon, author of a famous treatise on the

education of girls, was still a favorite among the first generation of repub-
p

livgian educators as well as among Cat'holics.
15

Radame Greville's manual of moral instruction for girls, cited earli

wqs a particularly important collection of statements about woman's duti

*roved for-use in more than ninety per cent of French departments by 89,

die book went through at least twenty-nine editions and was still on most

departmental lists of acceptable public school texts in 1909.
16

Greville

ptesented the ideal of a:c4oman content to stay thside an orderly .4ousehold

and devote herself to husband and children. This woman was constantly'busy

and prized order and cleanliness. She was a o douce, patient, modest,
1

charitable, .and reserved. She performed her duties conscientiorly and bore

life's disappointments with ayttitude of "joyous resignatidn:r If a woman

was deficient in any of thaSe traits or guilty of behavioral vices, then

hex faults were more serious than those of men because, intoned the author,

the woman must set a moral example for her family. In the relationship with

.her husband Greville's woman knew her place and exerted influence on him

subtly.and gently. If.the husband was frequently absent from home, it was

his wife's fault. Eleven-to-thirteen-year-old readers were also reminded that

, article 213 of the Civil Code required women to obey their spouses in return

for receiving protection and financial support.

Greville and other educators expected women to serve society at large as

they watched over their own families. A wife could contribute to the main-

tenance of social order by making her spouse hapRy at home and thus keeping

him wady from the cabaret, by spending his earnings wisely and saving as much

as possiblO nd by retinding him, should he be tempted to go on strike, that

such action was likely to harm the family and was less desirable for society
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than'peaceful discussion of differences between employer and employee. The

patriotic duties of. Grville's women also included persuading sons and husbands

to fight in wartime and learning about the workings of government so that,

despite their lack of a vote, they could discuss politics with spouses. However,

if disputes arose over political issues,, it was the wife's duty to stop the

argument by keeping silent, the preservation of family harmony being her

responsibility.
17

I

Most of Gr4vil1e's behavioral do's and don'ts also appeared in other

republican girls' books and in texts for Catholic schools. Anne-Louise

Masson's Manuel de morale' et d'instruption civigue, 'a Catholic equivalent of

Greville's text, established the iame dichotomy between woman's interior role

and man's exterior one. In family life the father represented authority, force,

and work; it was natural for him to command and for others to obey witbout

question. By contrast, the mother exhibited iblesse rather tian force and

tendresse rather than the imposing voice. More intuitive tpan the male, 'the

female lacked the ability to reflect and remain calm. Masson's ideal woman was
..

like a clock which gave time only when one needed it. Becduse-women were

destined for a hidden interior life,. Masson reasoned that the suffragettes'

campaign was a ridiculous effort to usurp something which naturally belonged

only to men. Men make laws, women make customs, she pontificated.
18

Although

,

a few republican texts of the pre7World War I era had also criticized women

agitating for the vote,
19 most had simply remained silent on the subject, as

\

had manyeatholic ones. Indeed, the position of avoiding rather than mirroring

controversy is what one would expect of textbook writers on most heated issues

of the day.

*Where Catholic books for girls differed moatonoticeably from republican

ofgerings was not in the presentation of women's roles but rather on the

topics of religion and divorce. Catholic mothers prayed at the start of the

day., taught their children to do the same, and accompanied them to church.
20

Parental responsibility for sending offspring to Catholic schools was, also

mentioned in texts.
21

By contrast, republican books before 1900 treated

the prescribed subject of "duties to God" in a vague deistic fashion and,

in the wake of the exacerbation of republican anticlericalism following the
,

.

Dreyfus Affair, often eliminated references to God, religion, and churches al-

together.
22

As was consistent with Church teaching, atholic texts rejected the

possibility of divorce
23

which the Republic had reintroduced in 1884. The

unacceptability of divorce for believing Catholics helps explain why Catholic

(authors sometimes made prescriptions for female submission more rigid than did

*

) 7
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their republican counterparts. While bOth Cathollic and republican writers held

up the ideal of men and women cooperating in a happy, orderly household, Catholic

girls alSO learned that if their husbands mistreated them, they must patiently
4

accept suffering because this was the lot of 4ortals. One Catholic home

economics text published in 1938 by a female author even stated that wife-

bepating was probably caused by a woman's bad housekeeping.
24

None of the

Catholic texts examined depicted a woman who took her children and fled frbm a

brutal, alcoholic husband, as was the case in Marie Robert Halt's Droit chemin

(1902) for public school girls.25
-

. i

While manuals of moral instruction presented 'explicit statements about

a range of acceptable and forbidden thoughts and deeds for women, reading texts

offered stories about heroes and heroines with whom young boys and girls could
AA'

f .

identify. To illustrate the variety of social settings in which available
4

,

fictional role models for girls funet4.oned, I have selected six readers. Four
\ 0

were first pubiished bef'ore World War I and showed heroines in
"

uryn, rural,

Catholic, working class, and middle class,settings. Two,from 1534

t

nd 1940

provide an opportunity to ask whether any significant changes in sc400ls'

,

messages for girls had occurred by the last decade of the Third Republic.

Madame L. C. DesmaisOns's Tu seras ouvriere was the one offering for girlsf

in a series of readers designed td orient children to future roles su 'as

artisan, farmer, merchant,.citizen, and soldier.
2t

Thg heroine of this4story,

published in 1892, did something which women rarely did in schoolbooks: 'she

not only survived but also prospered in the world of work. Through diliAct

,performance of assigned tasks and help from benevolent employers. Jeanne, a
el

seamstress, rose from rural poverty to urban comfort. Commencing work after

leaving the primary school, this motherless girl left a backward area of soutp-

western France near Poitiers,"moved to Paris, eventually became the head of one ..

of the largest dressmaking establishijnts in the capital, and married ai

agreeable and honest merchant. Beca se work in the textile and garment industry ,

was the most important non-agricultural vocational possibil,ity for French

girls at the turn of the century,
27

Desmaisons's choice of an .occupation for

her heroine was not unrealistic. But Jeanne's success story was unusual; and

her deviation from the norm was pointedly noted in the preface by Jules Simon,

a conservative republican politician and bnetime minister of education.

Spelling out the message of social immobility and modest expectations gen-'1'

erally proffered to children of the people, Simon cautioned g.41s that they,

should not expect to enjoy Jeanne's success because the odds were "one hundred

to one that tu seras ouvriere." He, also warned againSt trying to improve one's

8
S.
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status through marriage because the womaa would su fer from ignorance of another

class's style of life, never win acceptance from h'r husband's friends, and run

the risk of losing his love a's he perceived her unsuitability in his social 1

milieu.
28

More typical of republican depictions of female lives was the stoTy of

Suzette, Marie Robert`Halt's heroine in three volumes which followed,a rural

sirl from age seven to middle age. JIdaughter of a hardworking and modestly

successful farmer, Suzette learned early that the education of girls was

intended primarily to prepare then) to be good wives and mothers. At the age

of seven she already wrote dutifully on her slate that she went to school to
0

learn to run a household later. When Suzette was ten her mother died, an event
/ .

iot
unusual in the world,of choo1books where heroes and heroines were often

-:,

f rced by parental deaths to behave at a young age like serious and iesponsible

adults. Indeed, the most popular textbook of the Third,Republic, Bruno's Tbur

de la Fille par dey enfants which soldeeight million copieNwas the remark-
,

able tale of the wanderings and survival ofitwo inanious isle orphans. In

Suzette's case 'th deat of her mother plunged her father into despair, and

both farm and houset suffIlred from neglect for tWo years. This crisis made

Suzettg, the only g rl among four siblings, realize that she must act to save
4

4

the family. Wityher teacher's aid she assumed responsibility for d9mestic

chores, and at this point readers learned how StAzette cleaned house and drew
... ..,

up a househOld budget. Suzette's transformation into. menagere lifted the

spirits,of all around her and prompted the males to w k hard to save.the'farm

from ruin._ At the end of the t ird Suzette volume, by which time Suzette had

4/married a farmer and become t e mothtr of three children, her fat r id

tribute to all her domeS-tic accomplishments! "WithoUt a woman's pro dence,

intelligence, and busy hands. . . , there is no household Which can live and

.29
prosper.-

Suzette had a Cgtholic counterpart in the person of Elisabeth, a creation

of Edmee de Kereven. First published in 1909, the three volumes of the

Elisabeth series had each sold more than 100,000 copies by 1920.
30

Unlike

most heroines in republican texts, Elisabeth came form a middle class home,

albeit a modest one. Helfather was the manager of a paper factory in a small

town iniChampagne. On a trip to Paris Elisabeth did visit a professional

school Nere adolescent girls learned various trades and office work, but the

position of her family made it unlikely,that she would ever become one of the

working women who made up about 37% of the French "active" population between

the 1890s and Wond War 11.
31 Like Suzette, Elisabeth was plunged into full-

r
9



time domesticity at age eleIen When her mothe died. Elisabeth's homemaking

skills comf6rted her rother and father, especially when the latter had to go

through the travail of andling a strike at his factory. The strike accurately

mirrored the mounting labor unrest in pre-World War I France,.but the author's

symphthies were clearly withothe employer, not the workers, whom she depicted

as troublemakers or misinformed men who gained nothing from their foolish act.

The third Elisabeth volume ended With a scene which.signified not-only

Elisabeth'sfrival at maturity Mit also the enduring importance of datholic

values and the re-establishment of, soc;a1 haralf. 4it age twenty-one Elisabeth

married in cnurch (a marriage setting never seen in republican texts),taild the

factory workers came to wish her well:

,
A rerblican girls'.text\hrch dramatized the same message.that bour-

geoisie and working Glass could coexist harmoniously was Alice Dereims's

Jeanne,et Madeleine, Adopted in a significant number of departments_ for

classroom use by 1909, this reader was for girls in both the regufar primary

schools and iii the elementary classes of the lycees. The book was set in

a suburb of a provincial industrial city on a street where, in the midst of

many new and large houses, there was still one wor er's small-dwelling. As

the story ened, twelve-year-old Madeleine was on her way to class at the

lycee, foilo d by herMaid whose presence indicated the bourgeoisie:s dis-

taste fOr lett young girls walk alone in the presuflably dangerous vorld,

outside thR famil home. Across the street walked twelve-year-old Jeanne,

not protected by a maid and in charge af her two younger brothers aAtheY

all headed toward 'the regular primary school. At first sight the two girls

disliked each other, Jeanne assuming that MaAeleine felt superior ,to her poor.,

neighbors. But the point of the story was
;
that friendship was possible between

'the daughtets of a factory owner and a factory worker. Madeleine't mother,

Madame Renaud, took an interest in Jeanne's faA mily and began paying Jeanne

for running daily errands. Madame Renaud's action'conformed to the

charitable model preferred by the republican bourgeoisie: one helped the ,

poor by giving mpney not as a handout but in paYment for work. Her interest in

Jeanne also brought the two girls together. Madeleine learned that workers.

were clean, honest, and hafdworking and also rea-lized that her own privileged

position was no excuse for idleness. Ashamed at being.unable to care for her

own room as Jeanne could, Madeleine learned to clean. In turn, the

4raesthetic sensibilities of Jeanne were improved. Madeleine gave her a pretty

Medpiterranean scene to replace ugly pictures on her wall and also lent books

so,that she could read something other than trashy stories in a populaf news-
. \-
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paper. On a visit with Madeleine to the Renauds' factory, Jeanne listened as

Monsieur Renaud explained that because a worklar Spent the'greaier part or the

day at his job, his wife must proved l'an agreeable interior, a foyer where he

likes to rest during his leisure." Jeanne knew that his words wee meant for

her. At fhe end of the story, as the txo girls continued on their separate

educational paths, hey discussed the importance for France of solidarity among

all citizens.
32

Thus Ois book, l&ke Elisabeth, taught that women as well as

men must understand the desirability of a stable society free from class warfare
- ,

and do their bit to maintain it.

During the interwar period certain changes occurred in primary school

readidg texts. Many pedagogues discarded the reader emphasizing a central

4' figure and instead offered collections of excerp.ts from great writers of the

past and present.
33

Few new readers especially for girls aPpeared, a change

from publishers' and educators' taste for this genre between the 1880s 'and 1914.
34

4,

The romans scOlaires which remained on the textbook market tended to tell the 6

joint 'story,of brcithers and sisters. However, the disappearance of many

readers especially for girls did not mean that all facets of giris' and boys'
t

education had been homogenized. After 1923 there was a multiplication of

primary \school applked sciende books intended for just ondThex, the reason

being, tha\ t girls' science included home economics while boYs' science in rural

schools covered.agriculture and in urban schools some of the rudiments of

var4ous crafts.
35 Furthermore, special sections on female roles continued to

appear in many readers.
36 4

TWo books published near the end of the'Third Republic "and still-in use

during the Fourth Republic provide 'an Opportunity for asking whether educators

had modified their depiction of'women's roles in response to such developments

as women's performance of traditionally male jobs, %tiring World War I or changes

in the\ job market. Hors du nid (1934) by Charles Ab der Halden, a republican

school inspector, told of the travailsof Marguerite and Jacques Ligneul after

the'death of-their father. A schoolteacher, the father had been a strolls man

who had inspired a bit of fear in his children, unlike their loving mbther.

Marguerite, an older sister, was like a "little motheein her concern for Jacques.

When their widowed mother's earnings as a seamstress' proved inadequate,
V 0

Marguerite went to work in a pastry shop,-thereby interrupting tier studies at

an ecole primaire superieure. Working next as a governess, Marguerite rejected

a marriage offer a few years later because her mother and brother were finan-
,

cially dependent upon her. In the meantime, Jacques went on from primary to

secondary school and b&came a writer. His coming of age and a new job for the
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mother eventually gave Marguerite freedom to marry. In compason to,pre-
.

World,War I textbook characters, both children enjoyed expanded.educational

opportunities which enabled them, after early hardships, to lead more com-

fortable lives than those of typical farmers or workers. But Ab der Halden's"

tale required more self sacrifice from the older sister than from the younger

brother.
37 Andrei Jacqueline, Deux Enfants de France (1940), a story by two

clerics, focused on a comfortable middle class family of the sortgliore typical

of Catholic than republic'an texts. Although this brother and sister'enjoyed

family outings together, the plot gave Andre'the more exciting life. It was he

who went to camp and won a schogl prize enabling'him to go on a trip to the

.., shrine at Lourdes. At the edd of the story Andre contemplated his secondary/
studies and announced that he wanted a career in one of the French colonies.

In contrast, Jacquelfne'looked ahead to a home écoribmics course alter primary

school, and she promised her parents that because Andre' wanted to go far away,

I she would always stay close to home.
3

.1

Clearly the authors of the two aforementioned texts regarded the career

planning of boys as moke important than that of girls. Their presentation of

differing prospects for the adult lives of brothers and sistets was by no means

exceptional. At the end of the Third Republic, as at the beginning, educators

made the "interior" world of home and family more important for girls than the

"exterior"-world of work. But this does not mean that woman's work outside

the home was copletely ignored. itecognition of economic necessity led many,

-.if not all pedagogues develop lessons about female employment. Most t.ext-

book writers,.republican and Catholic, discussed the issue of women's work by

using part or all of the following four-part argument. (1, For young girls

and single women from the laboring classes paid employment outside the home

or work on the family fart were the norm: Young girls were advised to leatn a.

trade in order to contribute to their own support, help their parents, and have

a livelihood to fall back on in the event that they remained unmarried or, once

married, suddenly had to earn money due to such unforeseen circumsC4ncesas their

husbands' illness or death.
39

(2)For moct married Women, however, the'ideal

was devotion to home and family. Work outside the home was labeled undesirable

because it led to child neelect, bad housekeeping, the flight of tribands to

the cabaret, and Fatigue for women'trying to combine outside employmett with?

housework.
40

Because work outside the home prasumably affected fampiles so '

adversely, women were counselled that thrift might well produce as mu5111
it4'

financial odvantage for the famlly as a job requiring exera exiSenses;fo'r clot.11-



ing and meals.
41

(3)Yet many pedagogues had to concedie that if a husband's

wages were low, there was no alternative to a wife's earning money. In that

case it was most Osirable for her to work at fiome, perhaps as a laUndress or

seamstress.
42

In -light of the fact that fully 36% of women listed as "active"
43

1. in the 1906 census worked at home,- -the primary ichool's concern with teaching

sewing and the rudiments of home economics had a practical vocational thrust.

Some writerg admitted, though, that home work was poorly paid and so might be

inadequate for a family's,needs.
44

(4)yhus in extreme cAses thexe might be

no alternative to a woman's working outside the home. The.discussion of this

possibility became mare common during the later decades of the Third Republic

as changes occurred in women's patterns of employment. Although there was

little change in the percentage of French women at work during the first half

of the twentieth century, jobs in home and sweatshop gave way to positions

in stores and offices.
45

Typically educators taught that wives working outside

the home must learn to combine jobs with a still efficient performance of

household chores.
46

The presentation of cases where married women worked was a textbook

c6ncession to reality'. Between.1900'and 1950 women made up roughly 37% of the

"active" population.
47 Furthermore, a higher percentage of married women worked'

in France than in any other major western nation. In 1931 19.4% of French

marrie0 Women worked in nonagricultural jobs, usually outside the home, as
4 48

comparedo 9.9%,of their British and. 9.4% of their American counterpar.ts.

If the lAor of farm wives is included, then 44.3% of French married women

worked in 1931. Yet textbooks did not depict women engaged in a wide range of

occupations apart from homemaking. In schoolbooks, as in rearlife, women's

work was usually of.low statLis. Working women in school texts were most often

\
fermieres, dressmakers, ladndresses, shopkeepers, shop clerks, and servants.

49

The most common profession for a well educated woman was that of schoolteacher,

the first occupation for women which enabled lower class girls to rise above

humble family origins.

The textbook message that the main reward most women reaped from working

was provision for basic individual and family needs and not personal satisfaction

or a risefoin social stat'us must be viewed as simply one aspect of the lesson

for both sexes that most chilaren should expect to leadllives no different

from those of their parents. Boys were regularly advised to become diligent

artisans, factory workers, or farmers and were often no more encouraged to

aspire to upward social mobility than girls.
50

Entering a profession.required

a post-elementary education that most French children would not have until after

13
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World War II. The number of ecoles primaires superieures, which provided
-

working class.and lower middle class children with a first step upward on the

ladder of social mobility, was limited. Secondary schools, the avenue.to

prestigious protessions, were not free until the-1930s, and only a small number
..1...Attf. e

of scholarships was available. ,Thus financial considerations plus the dif-

ficulty and risk-essociated with transferring from the primary to the secondary

part of the sehool system were major obstacles for poor but bright boys and
4 4

girls.
51

Republican schoolbooks were no more likely to arouse expectations of

social mobility than Catholic ones.

Why dia Fre494.pedagogues emphasize modest ambitions and catl on women to

perform domestic duties as a 'patriotic contribution to social stability? Thr6-6

answers may be suggested. First, the lack of American-style Horatio Alger

models for males and females was in keeping with both French cultural trad-

itions and economic realities. Making money was not viewed as an end in;

. itself by the French upper classes or the intellectual elite. Nor were there

unlimited opportunities for quickly acquiring large sums of money in a country

whose rate of industrialization was less rapid than that of England, Germany,

or the United States. For good reason the Third Republic has been dubbe'd a

relatively static or stalemated society.
52

Although France changed more slowly

than its neighbors, it did of course change. From the nineteenth century on-

ward Fratce was subject to the social stresses accompanying industrialization

and urbanization. The reactions of government leaders to these stresses supply

a second reason for the image of a static society prevalen't in much Redagogical

literature. The first year of the Third Republic coincided not only with the

pain of military defeat but also with the cataclysm of the Paris CommUne. In

subsequent decades the socialist Left was to become an important element in

political life, managing in the last election before World War I to win one

sixth of the vote. Communists entered the political arena after the socialist

party split in late 1920. Republican leaders responded to workers' militancy

and leftist politics by preaching the value of social stability and trying to

persuade youngergenerations that the republic,\with its provision of univer-

sal manhood suffrage, was as just a regime as there could be. Calling upon

women to-keep men happy at home by providing clean and attractive surroundings

and good meals was, despite its triteness, one aspect of efforts to dampen

working class unrest. Finally, the low French birthrate--lower than that of

any other major western nation from the early nineteenth century to World War

I
53
--haunted leaders of all political persuasions and colored thinking about

female roles. Republican politicians worried that the low birthrate would not

14
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only place France at a disadvantage in- a military confrontation with more.;

populous Germany but also retard economic growth because of an inadequate pool

of workers. The tragic loss of French lives in World War I ekacerbated fears

of depopulation, and the school mirrored these fears. Injunctions to found

large families, an occasional ingredient in prewar schoolbooks,
54

became

more common in both republican and"Catholic texts after41919. 55 In 11)23

,

the subject of puer/icuLture, the care of infants, was also added to the pre-
.

scribed primary school curriculum for girls. Thus the domestic emphasis in

the school's offerings for girls was an integral part of the response of

French leaders to social crises and fears of depopulation.

How did French girls react to the pedagogical prescriptions for domesticity?

Did, they,shun jobs or careers in favor of the care.and feeding of large families?'

Apparently most schoolgirls did not embrace home econtomics as their favorite

subject. A survey of more than 15,000 -public primary schoolgirls in the

department of the Nord in 1899 revealed that only 47. ranked sewing or home
\

economics first; girls rated 6.other subjects more highly and gave history the

largest number of votes.
56 The continuation of the low French birthrate during

the intel-war period demonstrates that as long as governmental financial incen-
,-

tives for large families were limited, men and women were not noticeably swayed

by natalist pronouncements from schools or politicians.

Nor did all women,overlook the career opportunities made possible by the

expansion of women's education. Historians of education often not6"the paradox'

that while governments may intend to use the school as an instrument of social

control, schooling itself may make inaividuals discontent with social constraints

and eager to use new skills to change and improve themselves, if not society.
57

The primary school of the Third Republic was never intended to prepare most

children for anything other than lives as farmers, workers, or housewives.

But the certificat d'tudes primaires, obtained by the better students who .

could pass an examination testing largely memorization skills, was a vehicle for

at least limited upward social mobility. The importance of the primary school

certificate during the Third Republic may be compared to that of an American

high school diploba before World War II. For girls, the certificate could lead

to admission to a normal school or to a low level government job such as a

post office position. During the Third Republic girls increasingly took advan-

tage of the chance to obtain this certificate, although a somewhat lower per-

centage of girls than boys tried the examination for the certificate and public

school girls were A bit more likely to take the exam than those from Catholic

schools. In 1877 girls obtained 29% of the primary school certificates, in

15
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1882 42%, in 1907.4,6%, and?=in 1934 48.47.
58

In the meantime, the Percentage

of nonfarm working wonen Who were'in government service and liberal profes-

sions rose fiom 7% ip 1901 to 14%'in 1936.
59

Did gaining the school Certificate or participating in the work force at

a high rate mean-that nlany French women consciously rejected the domestic images
.1 A

of the.ideai. woman 'purveyed by the school, or, for that matter, by other im-

portant institutions such as the Church? Precise measurements of persual

values are difficult to.obtain, but,,there is evidence of a long pesistence of

gaps between Idealized'notions of Otat women should be and the reality of their

everyday work lives. At the end of the Third Republic most,educators who ad-
,

dressed the topic of women's WO-tk recommended it for single women but dis

approved of it for the married exceRt in cases of dire economic necessity.

These view's persisted during the Fourth Republic when, as in the United States

during the 1950s, both secular and Catholic molders of French opinion gave

increased emphasis to the ideal* of "la femme au foyer."
60
- The collaborstionist

Vichy Regime's glorification of woman's family role was carried on by the post-

war Fourth Republic. The family allowance system, 'a creation of the late

Third Republic and Vichy, was expanded after World War II to encourage the

French to have larger families cared for by a idenagere devoted to her home.

During the 1950s the percentage of women in the active population,dropped
114

below all previous twentieth century levelalthough 32.7% of all married

women still worked in the agriculturalamd nonagriculturar sectors of the ?!]'

economy.
61

In 1958 a,group of sociologists conducted interviews in the

Paris region to 'sample opinion on the contemporary role of women. +Equal numbers

of working class, middle class, and upper class married couples were inter-
;

viewed. The opinion of all groups on the general question "should women

work?" was divided: '41.67. saidyes and 41.3% said no. Women 1*.kre much more'

favorable to jobs.for women than were men, with 56.7% of women answering the

question affirnatively, as compared to only 26.7% of men. Of the 56.1% of men

who expressed hostility to jobs for women, upper class men were the least

hostile (48%), middle tlass men more hostile (55%), and working class men,

most likely to have wives in the work force', the most hostile (65%). Yet

when the interviewers then specifically asked whether single women or child-

less married women should work, 97.5% of both sexes approved of work for the

single and 74.7% for married 'women without children. The overwhelming majority

(87.5%) disapproved of work for women with pre-school age children, and a

substantial majority (68%) of work by those with children in school.
62

The

poll results*indicate that these adults, most of whom had been schooled during
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the Third Republicoattached comparatively little importance to women's em-

ployment. Although significantly more women than men responded affirmatively

to the general question of wheth.er women should work, women agreed with men
7

that women should work only if they lined a better option, namely a suf-

ficiently prosperous husband and children. Such beliefs were'hardly likely

to* foster positive attitudes towards women's professional activities.

During the 1970s French feminists would renew efforts to eliminate the

gap between idealtfed images of women and the reality of everyday life. In

1974 when Francoise Giroud assumed the new post of undersecretary of state for

womea, one of he first concerns was ordering a study of the depiction of women

in the textbooks of the Fifth RepubliC. The findings of one preliminary

report submitted to her office stressed the continuation of the depiction of

women in domestic roles, low status jobs, and halcyon rural settings,
63

a

presentation which French educational researchers found unrealistic for the 1970s

but which might have served equally well to describe the portrayal of women
. -

in both republican and Catholic schoolbooks two, three,, four, or five generations

earlier.
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